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	name: Callum 
	job title: Apprentice Engineer, Building Services Team
	team, office: London 
	question-1: What made you decide to apply for an Apprenticeship?
	answer-1a: Studying long-term behind a desk never really interested me whilst I was at school. I wanted to, and felt, that taking the technical concepts and putting them in action was the best way for me to learn. 
	answer-1b: After looking into an apprenticeship, I discovered that you can study whilst using what your learning on the job. With an apprenticeship you literally 'Earn while you Learn'. The studying route is no different to that of a fulltime university course, so the outcomes are both the same. The qualifications you get are real!! 
	question-2: What sort of projects do you get involved with?
	answer-2: Since starting at WSP, I been involved in a range of different projects. Sizes vary, from small retail branchs in Basingstoke to 40-storey commercial buildings in Canary Wharf. Every project brings new challenges, new teams of people together, and develops my technical and interpersonal skills. My favourite projects to work on are large commercial buildings as the calculations and designs created will be used and witnessed in London's skyline for years to come. Working on these projects gives me a sense of achievement, and prepares me for future project endevours.
	question-3: What do you like best about your apprenticeship with WSP? 
	answer-3: WSP provides everyone, no matter their grade, the opportunity to progress themselves further. Having worked in the Building Services sector of the business, it feels like one big family. Everyone is happy to help, answer questions, and spare time to assist with any problems no matter there size. The training provided by the Early Career Proffesionals team is useful and engaging, so my interpersonal skills improve in line with my technical capabilities. 
	question-4: What are you looking forward to / what is your next career step?
	answer-4: The next step in my career is to study and complete my Bachelors Degree in Building Services Engineering and hopefully move onto further studies (Masters). Although I am already gaining huge ammounts of experience fast, my ultimate aspiration is to travel with work and experience different cultures and ways a project can be delivered.


